
PT.2 DISTANCE

CHECK IT OUT! >>
Free Offer inside!

Innovating 
in times of crisis



“This is the time
  to take 
  responsibility
  and show 
  capability:
  change now!”

Dolf mulder - Founder GuestKey



we need to keep
distance...

Social distancing is one of the most important 
precautions we can all take. We not only need to keep 

a bigger distance from each other, but it has become a 
need. A need that hotels also have to fulfill.



meet Guestkey
The key to your hotel rooms and guests.



GuestKey helps you give your guests the best service 
and experience, but from a distance. With our webapp 

you create an extra form of communication that you can 
use to inform your guests. Give them relevant 

information, show them the wifi-password or even ask 
them for a review. Is it a positive one? Then it will be 

directly posted on the booking website. Does the guest 
have some critical remarks? Then they will be directly 
sent to the reception so you can adjust your service.



Social distancing = key

It’s up to us to change 
our behaviour

The COVID-19 virus has a huge impact on many 
industries. It is up to us to change our behaviour and 

service and to adapt to the needs that this virus brings 
us. To help you make a step in the right direction, we 

would like to offer a helping hand. That is why we 
created a limited offer to try out GuestKey for free 

for a period of three months. If you would like to make 
use of this offer, please contact us.



 try GuestKey for free for three months!

To use this offer: contact us now:

Here’s our free offer:

T: +31 (0) 76 50 24 750 E: info@hotek.nl I: guestkey.nl



Switch now!
The GuestKey webapp enables you to communicate 

relevant content and to keep in touch online. 
This way, you don’t need to physically meet your guests 
to help them and you don’t have to worry about losing 

the contact with them.



Distance = key
Keep distance and stay safe!

REMEMBER:



try Guestkey
demo.guestkey.nl


